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Brahma

By Sukhdev Singh

Abstract

The poem ‘Brahma’, not Brahmā who is a god entrusted with the charge of creation, refers to creative element in general. A mahāvākya, or the great saying, “Aham Brahmāsmi!”, or I am Brahma, or the creative element, from the Bṛhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad, a Hindu scripture, deems, especially, the male human as the creator. The practical creative element with which males have been endowed is recognized as vīrya, or semen, throughout the Indian tradition. Since males are placed on par with the creator, who has been recognized above as god Brahmā, due to semen, the semen becomes an asset whose wasteful expenditure is prohibited except in the case of procreation, especially, of male progeny even in contemporary India. In short, the poem ‘Brahma’ is about the wasteful expenditure of the creative element. Thus, it unseats the males from the position of power as creators or quasi-gods.
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In the deep recesses
Of his mind
Exists a primordial
Viscous pond of half-and-one ml.

It contains blocks
Of which the whole universe
Was banged
Into everlasting motion.

On the cavous base
Had the Primevals woody
Fricared to
Generate heat.

The blocks
To build the universe
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Are dredged up
Through a spongy tunnel.

Millions of them
After every ten minutes
A day commit suicide
As being shot to jump off the edge of his dis-comfy bed.